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FOREWORD

This Standard is a revision of NZS 6802:1999 Acousflcs - Assessment of environmental
nolse.

In December 2005 a scoping workshop was held by Standards New Zealand, which
identified a number of key areas requiring revision in both NZS 6801 and NZS 6802. A
committee comprising acoustic specialists and representatives of key stakeholders in
environmental noise issues was appointed by Standards New Zealand in January 2007
to revise both Standards.

The name of the Standard has been simplified but the scope is the same. Reference to
national environmental standards has been added. Definitions relevant to this standard
have been included and residual sound replaces background Leq. LEQ and Lmax have
been retained as the main descriptors for noise.

Assessment is now based on a rating level which can be derived from new simple and
detailed assessment methods. These expand the methods used in the 1999 edition,
Standardised averaging provisions with duration adjustments have been re-introduced
for daytime sound. Adjustments for residual sound contamination, fagade corrections and
special audible characteristics are part of the rating level determination. A reference test
method for tonality has been added based on latest ISO 1996 provisions.

Guidelines for setting noise limits and writing consent conditions have been revised, and
guidelines for protection of health and amenity expanded to address common planning
issues.

Formulae have been rendered in explicit format where possible and examples of
assessment calculations are included to aid users in expanded appendices.

REVIEW OF STANDARDS

Suggestions for improvement of this Standard will be welcomed. They should be sent to
the Chief Executive, Standards New Zealand, Private B,a12439, Wellington 6140.



NOTES
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NEW ZEALAND STANDARD

Acoustics -
Environmental noise

r SCOPE

1.1 GENERAL

This Standard sets out procedures for the assessment of noise for compliance with noise
limits, and provides guidance for the setting of noise limits for consent conditions, rules
or national environmental standards.

t.2 APPLICABIIITYTO SPECIFIC SOURCES

1.2.1 This Standard does not apply to the assessment of sound where the source is within
the scope of, and subject to, the application of other New Zealand acoustical Standards,
except as provided for in 1.2.3 and 1.2.4.ln particular, assessment of specific sources of
sound including road or rail transport, flight operations of fixed or rotary winged aircraft
associated with airports or helicopter landing areas, construction, port noise, wind
turbine generators, and impulsive sound (such as gunfire and blasting), requires special
techniques that generally are outside the scope of this Standard. This Standard covers
airborne sound. but does not cover structure borne sound and vibration.

1.2.2 Sound from rail-yards not attributable to vehicles on rails and sound from airport activities
except from aircraft taxiing and in-flight are within the scope of this Standard. Light aircraft
flight and ground movements which are not at airports and which are outside the scope
of other Standards, may be assessed using this Standard. Sound from vehicles on public
roads as a specific source is outside the scope of this Standard.

1.2.3 Where sound from transportation or construction is part of the ongoing sound emission
from activities, it shall be assessed using this Standard. This includes the use of vehicles
on private roads.

1.2.4 Where the residual sound level is required lor the purposes of this Standard all sources
of sound are included, whether or not they are subject to assessment by another
Standard.
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2 INTERPRETATION

1.3 APPLICABILIW OF THE GUtDEL|NE NOTSE LtMtTS

Nothing in this Standard should prevent a local authority from specifying noise limits which
are more stringent than the guideline limits in section 8. A greater degree of protection
may be more appropriate than provided by the guideline values, when local conditions
and community expectations are taken into account. This Standard shall not be used
to justify changes to noise limits in consent conditions, rules or national environmental
standards that have been set to ensure a high degree of protection against noise.

2.t  TERMINOLOGY

For the purposes of this Standard, the word 'shall' refers to requirements that are
mandatory for compliance with this Standard, while the word 'should' refers to practices
that are advised or recommended.

The terms 'Normative' and 'lnformative' have been used in this Standard to define the
application of the Appendix to which they apply. A'Normative'Appendix is an integral part
of a Standard, whereas an 'lnformative'Appendix is only for information and guidance.
Informative provisions do not form part of the mandatory requirements of the Standard.

Clauses prefixed by 'C' are comments on the corresponding clauses and are intended
only as helpful guidance. The Standard can be complied with if the comment is ignored.

2.2 RESIDENTIAL ACTIVITY

References in this Standard to residential
permanent residence, but also residence
noise-sensitive olaces.

activit ies may be taken to include not only
in hospitals, rest-homes, and such similar

C2.2 Determiniig the locations where noise immissions from a i'ound source are
to be predicted or measured witl depend on many faetors. See 8.4 for furthetr
guidance.

2.3 NOISE

Noise may be considered as sound which serves little or no purpose for the exposed
persons and is commonly described as 'unwanted sound'. lf a person's attention is
unwillingly attracted to the noise it can become distracting and annoying and if this
persists it will provoke a negative reaction. However, low or controlled levels of noise are
not necessarily unreasonable.

2.4 TIME INTERVAI

For consistency with international Standards, the term 'time interval' in this Standard
has a specific meaning as the period between the start and finish of a measurement
(or reference period). In this Standard 'interval'does not refer to the gap between two
separate measurements.
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3 DEFINITTONS

In this Standard the following definitions shall apply:

Background sound
level(Le66y)

See Total sound

The process ol finding the mean of a data set. Normally this is by
summing the data and dividing by the number in the data set (arithmetic
averaging). However, where the average of a set of LEQ or SEL levels
is required then an 'energy averaging'method is used

f  I  t  
^ . r  

n{r  
^r lL = 1o ls |  -  

(100 t t '  + 100 1L'  + . . .  + 100 11" 
, ) l  og . . . . . . . . . .Equat ion 1

-LN'  !

where:
N is the number of sample levels
Li is the i th sample level
L is the energy average level

The level in decibels equalled or exceeded for g0% of the measure-
ment interval. lt is the component of residual sound that subjectively is
perceived as continuously present. The sample time shall be indicated,
for example 33 dB LAeo(15 min)

Best practicable option As defined in the Resource Management Act

Condition(s) ln relation to plans and resource consents or designations, includes
terms, standards, restrictions, and prohibitions imposed by a consent
authority or other requiring authority or any national environmental
standard as defined in the Resource Management Act

The term used to identify 10 times the logarithm to the base 10 of the
ratio of two like quantities proportional to intensity, power or energy

As defined in the Resource Management Act

Sound emitted from a source or sources at a defined location

The effect of additional sound due to reflections from structures or
surfaces other than the qround

The unit for the frequency of a sound in cycles per second

As defined in the New Zealand Buildino Code

Sound received at one location from a source or sources at other
locations

Transient sound having a peak level of short duration, typically less than
100 milliseconds

Ambient sound

Averaging

decibel(dB)

District plan and
district rule

Emission

Fagade effect

Hertz (Hz)

Habitable space

lmmission

lmpulsive sound
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ISO standard

Land

LEQ (LAeq(r))

Lmax (L4p-ur)

Maximum A-
frequency-weighted,
F-time-weighted sound
pressure level

Measurement time
interval

Notional boundary

Octave-band and
f ractional-octave-band

Peak sound pressure
level, (L6*"r, Lzp""r)

Plan

Prescribed time frame

Rating level(Lq)

Reference time interval

A Standard published by the International Organization for Standard-
ization

As defined in the Resource Management Act

See time-average A-weighted sound pressure level

See maximum A-frequency-weighted, F-time-weighted sound pressure
level

Ten times the logarithm, to the base 10, of the ratio of the square of
the maximum sound pressure, obtained with a standardised A-
frequency-weight ing and F-t ime-weight ing during a stated t ime
period, to the square of the reference pressure (20 pPa). For the purposes
of this standard Lmax derived from measured short-LEQ values of 100
- 125 milliseconds duration shall be taken as equivalent to Lmax derived
from Ftime-weighted measurements

The duration of a single measurement

A line 20 metres from any side of a dwelling, or the legal boundary
where this is closer to the dwelling

Frequency bands in accordance with IEC 61260 for example one-third
octave band

Ten times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the square of
the maximum absolute value of the instantaneous sound pressure to
the souare of the reference value in decibels. when measured with a
specified frequency-weighting Z or C.

NOTE - Peak level is not a rms value and should not be confused with the
rms value Lmax.

As defined in the Resource Management Act

'Daytime', 'night-time', 'evening', or any other relevant period specified
in any rule or national environmental standard or in accordance with
8.3.2

A derived level used for comparison with a noise limit

The time interval over which the time average A-weighted sound pressure
level is determined

Reference value ps 20 pPa

The total sound remaining at a given position in a given situation when
the specific sounds under consideration are suppressed or are an
insignificant part of the total sound (see figure 1)

Residualsound
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Sound A

Sound B

Sound C

Total
sound

Sound B Sound B

Ail
other sounds

All
other sounds Residual soundResidual

sound
Residual
sound

otal sound

Specific sounds A, B, and C Specific sounds A and C only Specific sounds A and C not present

Figure 1 - Total sound, specific sounds, and residual sound

Resource consent A land use consent or a coastal permit as defined in the Resource
Management Act

Rule

SEL

Root mean square

As defined in the Resource Management Act

See sound exoosure level

short'LEQ, (Lruqal) A time average level measured over one second or less

Sound exposure level Ten times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the A-frequency-
or SEL' (LAE ) weighted sound exposure to the square of the reference value

t '+ \
l '2

Las = 10 rgl  [pot( t )  dt  /po2 |  O" . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .Equat ion 2
IJ -  I
\ t l  )

where:
LeE is the sound exposure level between times t1 and t2
pa'?(t) is the square of the A-frequency-weighted sound pressure as a

function of time
po is the reference value of 20 pPa

NOTE - SEL can be considered as the A-weighted sound pressure level which,
if maintained constant for a period of one second, would convey the same
sound energy to the receiver as is actually received from a given noise event.
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Sound level
or'A-frequency-
weighted sound
pressure level'

Sound levelmeter

Sound pressure (p)

Sound pressure
level, Lo

Specific sound

Specific source

Spectrum

Time-average A-
weighted sound
pressure level(La*61)
(formerly known as
equivalent continuous
A-weighted sound
pressure level)

Total sound

Ten times the logarithm, to the base 10, of the ratio of the square of
the A-frequency-weighted and F-time-weighted sound pressure, to
the square of the reference value

An instrument for the measurement of sound pressure level, with
frequency and time-weightings that comply with the provisions of the
relevant IEC Standard

The root-mean-square using time-weighting F or S of the instantaneous
sound pressure in pascals (Pa)

Ten times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the square of
the sound pressure to the square of the reference value:

I  ^  t  
^ \Lp = 10 lg(p=/po=)dB.. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .Equat ion 3

where:
p is the sound pressure in pascals

Po is the reference value (20 pPa)

The component of total sound that can be identified as associated with
a specific source (see figure 1)

An activity or object which emits sound and includes a site from which
noise is emitted

Components of a sound as a function of frequency

10 times the logarithm, to the base 10, of the ratio of the average of
the square of the A-frequency-weighted sound pressure over a
specified period of time, to the square of the reference value. The
time interval for every LEQ measurement shall be stated

Lneqlt . ;  = 10

i

Jno't ,)  dt /po
t l

...Equation 4

where:
t3 is the measurement time interval between start and finish times

t1 and t2
Lneq(t3) is the LEQ over time period t3
pa2(t) is the square of the A-frequency-weighted sound pressure as a

function of time
po is the reference value of 20 pPa

The totally encompassing sound in a given situation at a given time,
from all sources near and far including the specific sound. See also
residual sound, and figure 1

The introduction of an electronic circuit to modify the response of a sound
level meter in accordance with relevant IEC Standards, for example
F-time-weighting, A or C frequency-weighting

' ]  o,
( ,

bl
I t .

Weighting
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4 SYMBOLS

4.1 QUANTITIES

The quantities and symbols used in this Standard are listed in table 1.

Table 1 - Symbols for sound quantities

Quantity Symbol
Acceptable typed

expression

Background sound level Lnsoc) 190

Maximum sound level LnFr* Lmax

Peak level Lzp"ak, Lcpeak Lpeak

Sound exposure level Lne SEL

Sound level Lnp SPL

Time average level LAeq(t) LEa (Leq)

4.2 NOTATION

ln accordance with international conventions, where a sound level is A-frequency
weighted this shall be denoted by an 'A' subscript in the descriptor, for example,
Leeqlrs min1. Plevious conventions of adding an 'A'to the units (for example, dBA) shall not
be used when reporting sound levels in accordance with this Standard. Sound levels shall
be reported in the format 'value unit descriptor' for example, 68 dB Lasq115,.n;n1.
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5 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

5.1 MEASUREMENTS

Methods of measurement used for investigation of environmental sound shall comply
with the provisions of NZS 680'l:2008 except where procedures are specified in this
Standard.

5.2 MEASUREMENTTTME tNTERVAIS

A sound environment shall be assessed as it relates to a prescribed time frame, for
example, day, evening or night. Thus an appropriate survey period (or periods) shall be
selected so that relevant and representative samples of the sound under investigation are
obtained. Measurement time intervals and the number of measurements taken should
cover any significant variations in the sound. The particular nature and variability of the
sound will determine whether the simple or detailed method is used to determine the
rating level (see 6.2). Examples of the different types of time interval are shown in figure 2.

C5.2 Measurements for an entire prescribed time frame may be impractical and
unnecessary for the purposes of this Standard. Appropriate measurement
time interuals denend on the nature of the sound environment, and the relative
dominance and characterislics of the specific source under investigation.
When uiiing the simple method to deteimine a rating le,vel, the measurement
time interval should geneiAlly be 15 minutes. See Appeindix A for guidance
and examples of se/ecfr'on of measurement time interval and number of
measurements.

ww g7w 0s00 0so0 1000 '1 100 'twg lw 14w ,w Iffi 1700 1&w 'tsw 2e@

Ppscrib€d tims fram€ for axampla,
daytirne pericd dallnad in the Dlsfict
Plan.0700h to 1900h

Time spenl on site to abserva *p
activily ard corduct measuremer*s is
three hours lor exampla

Msasurem€nt time intsrval for
example, llve minutes duralisn of
eaeh individual noise measurernant

flelarance tima intsrval tiftean
minutes unless olherwise specifbd

Figure 2 - Examples of time intervals
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5.3 DESCRIPTORS

The descriptors used in this Standard are the LEQ (Lneq(rs min)) and Lmax (Lap.n*).

C5.3 Srnce. sounds can vary in both level and frequency, a singte acoustical
descriptor may not adequately describe ftuctuating sound. However, apptied

fi::':;:?;:;h?,3::::";"::::::':i;I::^f f ::'i:;":;W,
used in versrbns of NZS 6802 pior to 1999. This change is consistent with

witl find it essential to distinguish between noise limits specified as L10
levels requiring assessment using earlier yersions of NZS 6802, and any
provisions that specify LEQ none limits which require assessment ising the

conditioi, rule or national environmental standard.

5.4 AD,USTMENTS

5.4.1 Fagadecorrection
Where there are structures other than the ground that might affect the sound field near
the microphone, reflections need to be taken into account. In such cases the provisions of
6.1.3 of NZS 6801:2008 shall be used to adjust measurements to approximate free-field
conditions at the microohone.

5.4.2 Residualsound
lf the sound being measured is contaminated by residual sound, the measured levels
shall be adjusted to take into account the contribution of residual sound. The adiustment
shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of Appendix B.
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6 RATING LEVEL

6.r INTRODUCTION

6.1 .1 This section describes how to obtain a rating level from measured sound levels, and
includes a simple and a detailed method. Their application will depend on the complexity
of the sound environment beino assessed.

6.1.2 The rating level is used to rank the subjective impact of the sound environment. The
first step in finding the rating level is to obtain a LEQ over a standardised reference time
interval of 15 minutes. This provides a measure ol the overall magnitude of the sound.
The second step is to make any required adjustments to this LEQ for features which are
likely to affect the subjective acceptability of the sound. The procedure is intended to
standardise the process by which measured sound levels are converted to a rating level
before being compared with any relevant noise limit. Figure 3 illustrates the process.

c6J,2 Qhidttacter lbiel and duration are @ nain pkyii0dj fadla iiitli cing
response to noise. Adjustments therefore should be made for any special
audible character (for example, tonality), duration, and intermittency (as well
as contamination from other sound sources). to derive a ratinq levet for the
sound sourc e under investigation.

duration adiustment. This procedure is different from that used in previous

editions of NZS 6802.

6.2 METHODS

6.2.1 The simple method (see 6.2.2) is applicable where the sound under investigation is
continuous and requires only a straightforward measurement of a representative 15-
minute LEQ (Lagq115 rninl) or equivalent value. For sound environments exhibiting significant
variation the detailed method (see 6.2.3) shall be used. The ditference between the two
methods is that the detailed method provides for post-measurement calculations to arrive
at a representative 15-minute LEQ.

C6.2.1 Neither of the methods assumes that a sound environment can be

"t,=,...,,!3,,ru,tt"ln,?*!:,11g:of,thesound.under,'ii@t1g,-afi0nr

'i :=:

:;i:::x'::L't;:;':ii.r"tiz::!x;iz:*:::;*,i::::i
ilJi,,", 

" 
i ;,i,| J;#:: 

"* 
e xa m p t es i n a p p e n d i x A.
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6.2.2 Simple method
The simple method should be used where:
(a) The sound under investigation is continuously present for more than 15 minutes

and it is practical to directly measure a representative LEQ value for a nominal
1 S-minute measurement time interval; or

(b) The sound under investigation is steady (see 8.2 of NZS 6801:2008), and it
is practical to obtain a representative level using a measurement time interval
less than 15 minutes, with additional steps undertaken to check that the level is
equivalent to a representative 1S-minute LEQ; or

(c) The sound under investigation is intermittently contaminated by other sounds but
it is practical to combine a sequence of shorter measurements into a 1S-minute
LEQ.

C6.2.2 The no,minal li-minute measurement time interual is intended to allow a
measurcment time interval of slightly greater or /ess than 15 minutes by up
fo + 30 seconds of actual measurement

The simple method allows use of coding of sound sarnples for subsequent
processlng, as wel/ as use of back-erasLtre, data exclude, and pauses during
ieiiirements.

6.2.3 Detailed method
For sound environments which cannot be practicably measured directly to provide a
representative sound level, or are so variable that a simple 1S-minute sampling does not
provide a representative sound level, it is necessary to use information about the sound
levels and durations involved to calculate a representative 15-minute LEQ. The exact
calculations used to do so depend on the situation. Guidance is provided by Appendix B
(see B2.3) and Appendix C, and an example is given in Appendix A.

6.2.4 Where a consent condition, rule or national environmental standard specifies a value
different from '1 5 minutes for the reference time interval (see 6.1 .2), this shall replace the
1S-minute reference time interval for the purposes of this Standard.

C6.2.4 Wlere anolse limitiswritteniniheformof 'XXdBLpq6l', tr'sfhe sbecified
reference ti me interual.
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Section 5
Gonduct measuremenls
(fagade correction and residual
sound adjuslment if required)

ls the simple method applicable?
(a) continuous sound for 15 minutes? or
{b} steady sound representative of 15 rninutes? or

) accumulaled measuremsnts total 15 minutes?

Section 6.2.2
Simple method
(direct use of measured levels)

Appendix C
Delailed method
(post-measurement calcu lalions)

Section 6.3
Adjust for any specialaudible
characteristics

ls the prescribed
time frame
night-lime?

Section 6.4
Adjust for duration
if appropriate

Section 6.5
Rating levelto be compared
with applicable noise limit

Figure 3 - Rating level process
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63 SPECIAL AUDIBLE CHARACTERISTICS

6.3.1 Where the sound being assessed has a distinctive character which may affect its subjective
acceptability (for example, it is noticeably impulsive or tonal), the representative sound
level shall be adjusted to take this into account. The adjustment shall be determined in
accordance with the provisions of Appendix B.

C6.3.1 The intrusiveness of a sound is not lusf a function of its saund piessure

levet. tt ris a/so affected by its character Sound tiat has spr"i",t 
"uaiit"characteristics, such as tonalitu or impulsiveness, is iiketv tocause adyerse

"?*r1n,y ..response :,,:*"r .tol 
d. levels,.

'Wft{i:i[!iWzx!]:r- :i{:, "r:,
6.r+ DURATION

6.4.1 lf a sound is not present all of the time it is likely to create lesser annoyance than the same
sound if it were continuously present. In this Standard, an adjustment to representative
sound levels of up to 5 dB shall be used to take this into account. However, because of
the importance of protecting sleep, no adjustment is allowed during a prescribed time
frame defined in a consent condition, rule or national environmental standard as nioht-
time (for example, 2200 h to 0700 h the following day).

C6.4J tn this Standard a duration adjustment is reqruired if the sound under
investigation is intermittent duing the prescibed tlme frame. The more the

:^:,::'l'!IYt:!iiff::"^:'*orthedurationadiustment'continuoussouno waffan$ no adtustment.

Steii Jisturtance is related to both the levet and ,u^Oe, or intrusive even
;;;;^;:;;;;;;;7;;;;;;;;::;;;|i!;:7,ii,iJZir:,'iun:;'I"'Iuus'veeve'ts

6.4.2 In some exceptional circumstances where a local authority has determined that sleep
protection is essential during daytime hours in a locality, a duration adjustment may be
prohibited for daytime hours as well as night-time hours.

6.4.3 The rating level shall be determined by subtracting a value of duration adjustment given
in table 2lrom the representative level. No duration adiustment is to be made at nioht.

Table 2 - Duration adjustments

Percentaqe duration of specific
sound in th-e prescribed tirire frame Adjustment value

Less than 80% 1dB

Less than 60% 2dB

Less than 50% 3dB

Less than 40% 4dB

Less than 30% 5dB
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6.4.4 In determining the percentage duration of the specific sound, the total duration should be
based on the longest typical durations within the prescribed time frame.

6.4.5 When using the detailed method, if individual occurrences of specific sounds are shorter
than 15 minutes, then the duration of each occurrence shall be taken as 15 minutes for
the purposes of calculating the total duration of the specific sound.

6.4.6 For situations where the level of the sound reduces significantly for large periods of time
but the sound does not switch off completely, some adjustment to account for this relief to
persons exposed to the sound is also appropriate. In these cases the energy average of
the sound under investigation should be calculated over the entire prescribed time frame.
The rating level shall be the greater of this average value or the representative level over
the reference time interval -5 dB.

6.s NOISE LIMITS

6.5.1 Non-compliance with a noise limit in a consent condition, rule or national environmental
standard is evidenced when the rating level exceeds the prescribed La"olsy value.
However, when the sound(s) under investigation does comply this does not necessarily
satisfy the duty to adopt the best practicable option for controlling noise under section 16
of the Resource Manaoement Act.

C6.5.1 As the maximum duration adjustment in 6.4 is 5 dB, if a representative specific
sound levet for any l|-minute piriod is more than 5 dB above a noise limit,
that is sufficient to aemonstraie tnat the timit has been exceeded.

Best practicable option in relation to emission of noise means the best
method for nreventino or minimisino the adverse effects on the environment
considering, 

.uy?ngither 
things, 

-certain 
matters defined in the Resource

Management Act.

The ratino level orocess in this Standard has timitatiotis for discrete
,"""rr"i roitna tiva eveits of duration less than 1 5 minutes. /n such cases
It n possib/e that comparing fhe resu/is to nimericAl noise limits might not
provide a retiabte indication of adverse effects. Therefore, for short duration
sound events, pafticular care should be taken to ensure the best practicable

i::;T"2?::een 
adopted even when comptiance with numeicat noise timits

6.5.2 When considering noise effects, the intrusiveness of a specific sound is dependent on
several factors. One of these factors is the level of the soecific sound comoared to the
background sound level.

"cali,"^:m:';:;,:{^ir:::;;!,::l:::i';i^;'*J33#1"*1#,:#::,
proposed actiyity to be added to that environment and in the determination
of a reaiona1le level when assessing the best practicable option.

6.6 UNCERTAINTY

Information on uncertainty is provided in Appendix A of NZS 6801.
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7 LMAX

7,1

7.2

SLEEP DISTURBANCE

In addition to a LEQ rating level limit, for night-time noise exposure a maximum noise limit
(Lnr'"r) should be applied. This is to protect the majority of people from disturbance to
sleep and from being woken during the night.

ASSESStTiEI{T

Where an Lmax (Lnr,n"r) value is obtained automatically (for example from a data logger
or a recording sound level meter), it cannot be aftributed to any source with any certainty
unless an observer has noted the time of the occunence and determined the source of
the sound. Lmax values during a measurement arising from sources other than the source
under investigation should also be noted. The highest Lmax value shall be compared with
any applicable Lmax noise limit (see C7.2).
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8 GUIDELINES FOR SETTING NOISE LIMITS

8.T GENERAL

8.1.1 This section is a guideline for drafting consent conditions, rules or national environmental
standards relating to noise.

8.1.2 Limits are normally set on the basis of compatibility with human activities and land use
and the protection of community health and/or amenity. Noise limits may depend on
many factors such as the time of day, the activities to be protected, the type of noise
source, and other factors. The results of sound level surveys, planning expectatrons,
or the need for protection of a particular type of amenity, can guide the setting of noise
limits.

8.1.3 Noise limits need to include a number of basic elements which specify where, when, and
how, sound is to be measured and assessed. These elements are as follows:
(a) The activity or zone to be regulated and any exceptions;
(b) Noise descriptors;
(c) Noise limits appropriate for the type of activity to be protected (including reference

time interval);
(d) The location at which the noise limit is to be measured;
(e) Time frames when noise limits apply; and
(f) Reference to Standards for measurement and assessment methods.

c8.12 ln ceriain environments such as rcmote wilderness areas, significant
'natural' sound sources (such as a river) might not cause disturbance but
even relatively quiet 'man-made'sound s ources might cause disturbance. ln
these environments other management controts in addition to or instead of
numerical noise limits may be appropriate when setting rules. Such controls
are outside the scope of this Standard.

C&1.3 The absence of any of the key elements in a rute is likety to mean that the

detaitin 8.2,8.3, and 8.4.

The following is an exarnple of a residential noise timit in the form of a latnd
use resource consenf condition which contalns fhese elements. Different
noise timits witt be required for other types of land use.

'The consent hotder shall'ensure that atl activities on fhe site measured in
accordance with the provisrbns of ,VZS 6801:2008 Acoustics - Measurement
of environmental sound, and assessed in accordance with the provisions
of NZS 68O2:2008 Acousfibs - Envircnmental noise shall not exceed the
fottowing noise timits at any point within any residential site or at any point
within the national boundary of a rural dwelling, other than a dwetting on the
s/fe fo which this Consent applies, during the following time ffames:

?l

-:+
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8.2

8.1

NOISE DESCRIPTORS

8.2.1 Where sleep protection is required, a Lmax (Lmro) noise limit should be set in addition
to a LEQ (Ln"qtil noise limit. Lmax limits should only be set for night-time hours. Where
night-time LEQ limits are combined with daytime LEQ limits for Saturdays, Sundays or
public holidays, any Lmax limit should specifically apply to night-time hours only.

8.2.2 The reference time interval (t) should be stipulated in minutes for any noise limit applicable
to a specific site for example, Lneq(rs min1. The default value for (t) shall be 15 minutes.

TIMES OFAPPTICATION

8.3.1 Times for application of noise limits (prescribed time frames) that is, hours, days, should
be clearly specified. lf compliance monitoring is required, the number, circumstances,
and frequency of monitoring sessions should be specified.

8.3.2 Unless othenrvise specified, prescribed time frames shall be as follows:

Either:
Daytime
Night-time

Or:
Daytime
Evening
Night-time

0700 h -2200h

2200 h - 0700 h the following day

0700h-1900h

1900 h -2200h

22OOh - 0700 h the following day

8.3.3 A consent condition could specify that an activity may occur for a defined duration, but
with some flexibility as to the start and finish times. In this instance the prescribed time
frame used to assess any duration adjustment as described in 6.4 shall be the permitted
daily operating period rather than the time frame within which such daily operating hours
are limited.
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8.q MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS

8.4.1 The location(s) at which noise immissions from a site are required to comply with a noise
limit shall be clearly specified. They should be appropriate for the measurement of the
sound under investigation and in accordance with the provisions of NZS 6801.

8.4.2 Where the activities to be protected are in a rural area, the appropriate measurement
location will generally be at any point within the notional boundary of any rural dwelling
unless a different degree of protection has been set (see 2.3). The factors described in
8.4.3 to 8.4.7 should be considered.

C8.4.2 An example of such a rule is:

'... that the foltowing noise timits are not exceeded at any point within the
notional boundary of any dwelting on another site zoned rurat or at any point
within any residential zone during any time period for assessme nt within the
f ol I ow i ng preseri bed ti me f ramets....'

In all circumstances measurement locations should be stipulated as'at any point within'a
specified site, or zone. Measurement 'at', 'about'or 'on' or 'beyond'the boundary should
not be stipulated. Measurements can be obstructed or influenced by objects, for example,
ditches, buildings, fences, and the ability to move to another location on a receiving site,
that is, 'at any point within a site', is essential.

8.4.4 The measurement location should always be defined in terms of 'received sound', that
is, immissions. The appropriate measurement location will generally be at any point
within an area desired to be protected. In rural environments it is generally dwellings or
land in the vicinity of dwellings that require the greatest level of protection. Pasture or
land not actually used for human habitation may be afforded an equal or lesser degree
of protection (or none at all) depending on the circumstances. There may be special
reasons for protecting the amenity of rural land, for example, a natural, cultural or other
reason why an area is accorded some special status which distinguishes it from other
land. Whether rural land not used for human habitation deserves protection against noise
may depend on the suitability of the land for future residential development and the
existing or future potential recreational amenity of the land.

8.4.5 Where noise should be measured is a critical element, along with when and how. Current
best practice is to specify the measurement or assessment location 'at any point within
the boundary of...., or in rural situations'at any point within the notional boundary of (a
dwelling)'. Also common are 'at any point within any other site', or at any point outside
the X zone'. Sometimes this can be stated as 'at any point West of Y Road Reserve'.

8.4.6 The notional boundary concept recognises that sound immissions are the basis for
protection from noise under the Resource Management Act. Unless special planning
reasons exist to justify using the legal boundary rather than the notional boundary of
dwellings where lot sizes are large and settlement density is low, the appropriate location
for assessment of noise in rural character areas with large lot sizes, should be 'at any point
within the notional boundary of a dwelling' and this may include some rural-residential
areas.
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8.4.7 Where notional boundary is used, it always relates to a building used for a noise sensitive
activity, typically residential. The notional boundary is within 20 m of any side of a dwelling
(or other specified class of building). ln this context, the term 'fagade' is no longer used
for legal reasons. lf the legal boundary is 20 m from the dwelling, then the measurement
location is still at any point within the notional boundary.

8.4.8 An important distinction will often need to be made between existing dwellings and
potential future dwellings. For reasons now called 'reverse sensitivity', the concept of
people coming to a noise source or nuisance not being entitled to an amenity level as if
the noise source did not exist has long been upheld. Thus it is common to find the noise
assessment location specified as:

'at any point within the notional boundary of an exrbting dwelling'.

Sometimes this is expressed as:

'at any point within the notional boundary of
attached'. or

any existing dwelling shown on map X

'dwellings existing at the date this consent comes into effect'.

8.4.9 lt is also common to provide an exclusion for noise limits to apply to noise-sensitive
locations on the same site as the noise source is located, or otherwise under the control
of the noisemaker. This may commonly be drafted as:

'X noise limits shall not be exceeded at any point within the notional boundary of any existing
dwelling on another site, other than any dwelling on (insert the legal description)'.

8.4.10 ln some circumstances specified fixed point monitoring is desirable to enable unrestricted
access by all parties to a location, usually in a public place. In such circumstances the
assessment location should be stated as:

'...within 0.5 m of point X shown on map Y or figure Z attached'.

1

C&4.10 Skefches should be attached showing the measurement point in relation to
fixed objects at the location as in figure 4.

Site X
Falvey
Road N

Rapid 346

/z"

1r
tr-/

. a:_ a:.aa= 
.,,_

Figure4 -Assessm ent |ocation sketch example=
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8.5 METEOROLOGICATCONDITIONS

Meteorological conditions suitable for sound measurement are described in section 7 of
NZS 6801.

8.6 GUIDELINES FOR THE PROTECTION OF HEALTH AND AMENITY

8.6.1 Guideline noise limits can be useful to users of this Standard especially where there
are no applicable noise limits specified by local authorities. The guideline limits indicate
generally acceptable noise limits, but communities may wish to make these more or less
stringent to suit their parlicular circumstances.

8.6.2 As a guideline for the reasonable protection of health and amenity associated with use of
land for residential purposes, the noise limits in table 3 should generally not be exceeded
at any point within the boundary of a residential site, for example, at any point within the
notional boundary of a rural dwelling.

Table 3 - Guideline residential upper noise limits

DaYtimert) 55 dB Laqq115 m1n;

Evening(t'z) 50 dB Lasq115 n';.1

Nighttimgtt) 45 dB LAeq(1s min)

Night-timetlr Lmax 75 dB Lap61

NOTE -
(1) The definit ion of t imes of day are a matter for the relevant local authority and should

recognise that a period of not less than 8 hours needs to be provided for sleep to
ensure at least the minimum acceptable degree of health protection.

(2) Inclusion of an evening period and its hours of application are a matter for the
relevant local authority.

(3) This clause is not framed as a consent condition, rule or national environmental
standard and should not be quoted lor those purposes. See C8.1.3 for suggested
format of consent conditions. rules or national environmental standards.

C8.6.2 The recommended daytime limit of 55 dB Le.q1ts,,,,nl rs consistent with the
guidetine values for community noise in tp"&i'"iii.nr"nt" pubtishetd by
the Wortd Health Organization. The Wortd Health Organization identifies that
during ln" a"yti*", few people are s;eriously air:,iy"d ay r"tivities with ievels
below 55 dB L4*- The night-time timit recomiended shouttd not exceed
45 dB LreqFs minl outside dweltings so thaf ieoite can sleep with windows
open for ventilation and achieve the desirable indoor 30 to 35 dB Lpqp5 n1n1
leve! as a design leiet to protetctagarnsf sleep disturbance.

Authorities may set more stringent outdoor noise limits to afford more protection to
residential and noise sensitive activities but this should only be after an assessmenl
has been made of the expected health and amenity benefits of the increased levels of
protection alongside the possible restrictions placed on affected activities. As a minimum,
information on the current and future ambient sound levels should be taken into account.
There are practical difficulties when attempting to assess the compliance of low sound
levels within high noise environments.

8.6.3
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C8.6.3 For settinq,noise limits in consent conditions. rules or national environmental
standardJ, the Resource Management Act requires consideration of
alternatives, benefits, and costs, under section 32, in the context of the
enabting provisions of section 5(2) of Part 2 of the Act, so consideration in
monetary terms only is inappropriate. tntanjibtes such as amenity values
and benefits from heatth protection are difficutt to evaluate. Setting noise
timits as conditions of consent has faconsider Part Z''of the Act, and the

, factors under Part 6 whiclt enable decision-making.

Acoustical elements that should be considered and evaluated for settino
rules or noise limits include:

Whether the activity is permanent or transient, for example, mining,
pu bl i c entertai n menf evenfs;

Tlrc practical!! o_f n.oise mitigation measures employed, for example,
separation distances, barriers to sound propagation;

Times of day of the activity and the possibility of night-time activities;

lmmission controls employed, for example, acoustical treatment or
screening of properties;

Non-residential noisesensitlve activities;

lmplications of creation of buffer sfnbs resfrictinq activities near
baundaries as a consequence of setting inappropriate.assessment
lacations or noise limits;

Cumulatfve ef'fects in neigttbourhoods and the extent of existing use
riohts beino exercised:

Trends in neighbourhood sound levels and proximity of current and
future roads:

Heatth impact analysis, cost-benefit analysis and other
methodotogies;

Community aspirations expressed through consultation, and plan-
making processes,' and

(k) The inclusion of a Lmax noise pertormance standard for nighttime for
sleep protection, generally between 65 - 75 dB LAFma,.

, The setfing of noise performanc:e standa.rds should involve alt itakehiotders

i 
- consequences of fhe proposed performance standards. Transparency in

utilising noise guidetines and local noise data to develop noise performance
standards helps to increase public acCeptance of measures that may be
necessa4z for sustainable development reasons.

8.6.4 Where it is necessary to assess environmental noise received within dwellings, (for

example, where it may be impractical to measure outdoor sound levels), guideline noise
levels are given in AS/NZS 2107:2OOO.

@)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

/Av)

(s)

(h)

(i)

0)

8.6.5 Where acoustic insulation requirements apply or where limits are specified for sound
levels received indoors from outdoor noise sources, the effects of ventilation should be
addressed as soecified in 6.2.2 of NZS 6801.
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8.6.6 As a guideline for the protection of the amenity values within heavy industrial zones,
that is, intra-zonal noise limits, limits of up to 75 dB LAeq(ls min) may be set within an area
or zone to enable the area or zone objectives to be fulfil led. Within industrial areas or
zones, no noise limits might be appropriate for similar types of activities, but differing
levels of activity may require different levels of protection. For example, administration
activities associated with a light industrial activity might require protection from an
adjoining heavy industrial site. In such areas, the basis for protection should be speech
interference levels indoors. lf residential accommodation (for example, a caretaker's
flat) is permitted in industrial or commercial zones, separate rules should apply to the
residential accommodation to achieve adeouate isolation of habitable rooms within such
buildings from external noise.

8.6.7 In town centres and mixed-use areas or zones, it can be challenging to define noise limits
that enable the fulfilment of the objectives for the areas or zones, while also protecting
peoples' health and amenity values. ln addition to external noise limits, other controls are
usually required to achieve an appropriate balance. Generally an external noise limit of
up to 60 dB LAeq(j5miny during the day is appropriate for the protection of amenity values
for the character of a mixed-use area or zone.

8.6.8 In an established mixed-use area or zone containing existing residential units which are
inadequately isolated from external sounds, the external night-time residential criteria
from 8.6.2 should be specified. However, in town centres any desired night activity such
as bars and clubs mav be restricted if such noise limits were to be met.

8.6.9 For new mixed-use areas or zones or where there are no existing residential units, the
daytime external noise limit should also apply at night-time, with the addition of an Lmax
(Lnrr"") noise limit. Additional rules should apply to new and refurbished residential units

to achieve adequate isolation of habitable rooms within such buildings from external
noise. Consideration should also be given to extended daytime or evening hours in town
centre zones.

C8-6:9 f!3 tuilowing iF af eXample of a,lown centre noise limii in the form of a plan
rule:

t :

Norse from any site within'the Town Centre Zone shall not exceed the
following norse #mits at any point within any other site within the Toin

At any time.............
Daily 11pm to 7am the following day.............. .85 dB Ler^u

Noise from any site shall not exceed the foltowing noise limits, inside any
residential unit, including residential units in the same building and adioining
buildings:
Bedrooms (night-time)

45 dB L^,^^-ae va LAFmax

Other habitable spaces.. ..............40 dB La"qps,^;n1

:
Any buitding used for a noise sensifive activity within the Town Centre
Zone, including any building used for a residentia! purposes and temporary
accommadation, shbll be adeq.uately isolated frorn external sound sou,:ces
within the Towi Centre Zone. ', . , -
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Souid tevets shalt be measured in' accordance with the provisions of ' NZS 6801
Acousflcs - Measurement of environmentat sound, and assessed in

12"#:rce 
with the provisions of NZS 6802:2008 Acoustr'cs - En vironmenta!

/t is assumed anv plan will aenne lhe ierm horse sensitive activitv' ind witl
' include a separate rule prescribing what is, for thre purposes oi the ptan,

adequate isotation from noise sources" The fottowing provides an example:

Where the provisions of thrs o,"n nou,n rn"r'"*r,Orr,,O,ro used ,o, 
" 

nor,""-

, sen sitive activity be adequatety isotated from external iund sources, the
buitding shoutd be orientated, scleened, sited, and acousticatly insutated, to

. , 
minimise intemalnor.se /evels. The building enuelope shall be designed and
constructed to aihieve the followino sound insulation in.accordance with
/SO 14A-5:1998and EA717-1;1996: :. ' '^

. Other habitab/e ipaces". ............................................,...:............Dnqy1,+C1120
' . . .

; i:, 
The above pyovisian shall be deemed to have-been comptied with where a

, design certifidate ii provided by a person experienced and qualified in noise
, controt ii nuiaiitgs, ceiiying i specific aesiign that witt achieve the sound

-- 
. iltsutation requireitents

Sou na insutation requirements shalt be acnievea witn U^it*" 
"ri 

Ooou
open as specified by NZS 

?801. 

: 
l

. Haabitablg*;""" 
"* 

aeiinea in rn", rrr,,,O,rn 
"to,O""

8.6.10 Consent conditions, rules or national environmental standards should specify that where
noise from a site in one area or zone is received in a different area or zone, the noise
limits applicable within the receiving area or zone should apply. For example, noise from
a site in an industrial zone could be received within a site in a neighbouring residential
zone; in this case the industrial noise should be subject to the residential zone noise
limits at any point within any residential site in the residential zone.

8.6.11 Where it is desired to allow for certain activities within a district, but it is not practical
for them to comply with general noise limits, specific provision should be made or clear
exemptions from the general rules stated.

lf specific rules are made the permitted frequency and duration of such activities should
be soecified.
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NZS 6802:2008 

~ C8.6.11Examples of appropriafeexemptions from ~general noise limits are: 

Any act(vlty within the scope of other New Zealand Standards (see list 
, ofreferenced and related documents) is subject to the provisions of 
those Standards. (Examples are construction noise, helicopter landing 
areas, airport, wind turbines, ports); 

In ,any area,activities,.ofa limited durati~,n required by normal primary 
production ',' ,activities Including aquacultu:~ .and fis~irlg, provided 
thatthe astivities cor:nPly with the requirer:nents of section 16 of the 
Resource ManagementAct; , 

Where any residential activity exists onthe same site as a noise source 
being assessed; 

I~an}' leeside~fi~/ZoneJ, ~,~tivitie~ , •• ~f a normal domestic ", nature 
including recreational activities;' such as sportiflg events, that cj() not 
·n'!.o"ve powered motorsporf, powered aviation, gunfire or amplified 

In any part of the Distnc where the noise source is a warning device 
used by emergency services; 

in any part of the District where, on not more than one occasion in any 
' period of 12 months,' a special event for recreational or entertainment 
purposes is open to the public and held between the hours of 8am 
and 11 pm on any day; and 

military training activity whichcomplif}s with specific 
provisions. 

Examples of actiVit res for which specific rules ma 

Adequate isolation ()f buildings from 
districts, R0rts or aircraft noise sources; 

(if) , Use of explosives for mining purposes; 
(iib Temporary military training activity; 
(iv) ', Helicopter landing areas; 
(v) Concerts/sports matches; and 
(vi) Frost fansa~d audibie bird scaring devices. 
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9 TNFORMATTOI{ TO BE INCTUDED t1{ REPORTS

Assessment reports should detail all the data obtained to determine the rating level(s).
As well as the information required by NZS 6801, the following additional material should,
where relevant, be included:

Name of person(s) responsible for carrying out the measurements and
assessment;

A statement that the sound measurements and records comply with the
requirements of NZS 6801, or if some deviation has been necessary then full
details of the deviation;

Measurement procedures, measurement time intervals and a justification of the
choice of measurement time interval(s);

Any adjustments made to obtain the rating level(s), including any assumptions
made for the purpose of calculating the adjustments; and

A statement of whether the sound(s) under investigation complies with relevant
noise limit(s)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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APPENDIX A -
ASSESSMENT GUIDANCE AND EXAMPLES
(lnformative)

Ar INTRODUCTION

A1.1 To determine the rating level of a noise source in accordance with this Standard, it is
necessary to establish the level of the specific sound being investigated, the frequency
of occurrence of the sound, and the residual sound level. lt is necessary to determine the
LEQ of the specific sound over the reference time interval.

41.2 This can be done in several ways, depending on how much is known about when the
sound occurs, and variations in its level. The selection of the various time intervals mav
be made at the discretion of the investigator in accordance with the following:

(a) For sound sources which are continuous (with no significant variation of level
over the prescribed time frame) and for which it can be established that there
is no significant contribution by other noise sources, the measurement time
interval may be as short as required to achieve a stable LEQ reading. Following
adjustment for special audible character and duration, this reading constitutes the
rating level;

For sound sources which are intermittent but have no significant variation of level
during their on-time, and whose duty cycle is known, the equivalent average level
over the reference time interval can be calculated from measurements of the 'on'
level;

For sound sources which vary in level as a known step function, the steady level of
each step may be measured to calculate the LEQ over the required time interval;
and

For sound sources which vary in an unknown manner, it may be necessary to
measure for the entire reference time interval to establish the LEQ over that
period. For daytime events, if the specific sound occurs in only one or several
hours of the prescribed time frame, the noise survey should span these events.

A1.3 The situation to be considered should be that which produces the highest sound level
from a typical occurrence of the specific sound during the prescribed time frame. This
representative level is not necessarily the highest measured LEQ during a noise survey.

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Az MEASUREMENTTIME INTERVALS AND SAMPLE SIZES

42.1 Suggested measurement time intervals are shown in table A1 .

Table A1 - Suggested measurement time intervals and number of measurements

Temporal nature
Greatest anticipated range

<5 dB 5-10d8 10-30d8

Steady continuous 2min 10 min nla

Fluctuating continuous
15 min 15 min 15 min

lmpulsive continuous

Steady intermittent

---- as above for at least three events ----Fluctuating intermittent

lmpulsive intermittent

42.2 Choice of a measurement time interval should consider:
(a) The temporalvariation of the noise; and
(b) The sound descriptor being measured.

CA2.2 The measurement time interual depends on the type of sound to be measured
and the purpose of the measurements. ln general, it should be chosen so
that att significant variations in tevet are covered. If the sound is repetitive
or cycticJ in nature, such as the cyclic operation of a cut-off saw, ihen the
measurement time interual should include at /easf one comolete cvcle of

For long cyctes, tne overatt measurei,ent time intervat may be broken up
into shortetr contiguous periods. tf the sountd of inten"t iani" in a step-wise
fashion, for example, a caruvash with wash and dry cydles, the measurement
time interuals mav be se/ected so that each cenesponds to a particular step
in overatl variation. If the sound of interestr's transienf or intermittent buch
as a fork-tift vehiclepasslng by), the measurement time interuat snouitd be
chosen to include alt significant portions of the signat for the measurement
of sound exposure level.

42.3 Several measurements at a receiver position are required to assess the repeatability of
the measurement results. These repetitions can then be incorporated into an uncertainty
analysis. For repeated measurement samples of the same sound, it may be appropriate
to take an energy average to obtain a representative level. However when assessing
the sounds of an activity, levels of different sounds, or significantly different levels of the
same sound from the activity, should not be averaged.
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A3 DAY-TO-DAYVARIATION

A3.1 The result of the measurements and assessment will determine whether the activity in
question complies with the relevant consent condition, rule or national environmental
standard during the day the measurements were taken. No averaging of measurements
from one day to the next is permitted.

43.2 lf the activity complies on one day and not another, the activity may be deemed non-
compliant under the conditions which cause the higher level, or non-compliant overall.
For this reason, an appropriate assessment would be one which assesses the worst-
case level with regards to day-to-day variation.

A.r+ EXAMPLES

A4.1 The following examples demonstrate application of some of these methods in common
situations. The examples are all based on real situations, but the details have been
simplified and adjusted as required to provide clear presentation of the assessment
principles. The graphs do not represent the exact numbers quoted in the text. In all the
examples, an energy average is taken of measurement samples because the sample
values are relatively consistent. Where a source varies and different samples have
inconsistent levels, a worst case value should generally be used rather than the energy
average value.

A4.2 The durations of activities and noise levels in the examples are synthetic. This data
should not be used as a basis for noise assessments.

A4.3 Gar wash example
This example is for a car wash located in a residential area. The assessment location is
at the nearest house to the car wash. Figure A1 is a graph of the total sound level at the
neighbouring dwelling during the day. Several parameters are shown on the figure and
are summarised in table 42.
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Table A2 - Car wash example

Representative case: trvo washes withil l'r{leen minutes, sixteen rvashes during the day

/

Residual sound: Iocal road traffic

/
Specific sound: cr rvash cycle

, *,"rllild\f#llt{s{\ll#}4hi4wq*dlnqrrlw64,$*wd|lHf#u\*td&4#feq#q{|f}r+#l/kqeiffisffi
rftk.f- _F\

I\{easurement time interual (A):
\

Measurement time interval (B):
ninctv seconds to measure the blower cycle fifteen minutes of residual sornd

Prescribed time frame: davtime defined by the District Plan as 0700 h to 1900 h

0@ 0700 08m @ 1m 11@ 12m 13m ,t4m 150 1600 1m 1800 1m m

Tme hE

m

j

860

I

E50

Palameler

Specific sound

Value

Car wash

Residualsound Local road traffic

Prescribed time
frame

;iliffiil*-

Gomments

The blower cycle of each wash lasts approximately 90
seconds.

The site is adjacent to a relatively busy suburban road.

The car wash only has consent to operate during these
daytime hours defined by the District Plan.

-i
l
i

l

Measurement
time interval

Representative
case

Method

(a) 90 seconds
(b) 15 minutes

2 washes in 15 minutes
16 washes in a dav

Detailed (see 6.2.3)

Two measurement time intervals were used: 90 seconds for
the blower cycle and 15 minutes for the residual sound.

Before the survey it was established with the wash owner
that there are usually several washes in mid-afternoon. Two
hours were spent on site around this time to conduct the noise
survey.

From inspection of usage records and discussions with the
owner it was established that there are typically 10 to 16
washes a day. lt is accepted that on infrequent occasions there
could be marginally more washes.

Post-measurement calculations are required to determine the
LAeq(ts min).

Figure A1 - Total sound level at neighbouring dwelling by car wash
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The results and analysis of the noise measurements are summarised in table A3.
Table A3 - Results and analysis for car wash example

Measured levels

Free-field
(see 5.4.1)

Residualsound
(see 5.4.2)

Detailed method i
(see 6.2.3) l

:

Blower cycle:

Residualsound:

(1) 69.2 dB Lasqles secl , 88.7 dB LAE
(2l7O.1dB Lasqlessecl  ,  89.6 dB LAE
(3) 69.4 dB Lagqleo secl , gg.g dB Lae

58.3 dB LAeq(rs min)

Blower cycle measurements were made in terms of the LAE, as for short duration events
it reduces uncertainty associated with the measurement time interval and it simplifies
subsequent calculations.

There are only slight differences between the three blower measurements. An energy
average of the three levels is taken to reduce measurement uncertainty.
Blower energy average (see equation 1):

1 0x lg{1 /3x( 1 0(88 7/10)+ 1 0(8e'6/10)+ 1 0(88.e/1 0))} = 89.t d B LAE

; No correction applicable as the measurement position was over 3.5 m from any reflecting
I surface other than the ground (refer to 6.1 .2 ot NZS 6801).

The blower cycle level is at least 69.2 dB Lneq(go secy which is over 10 dB above the residual
sound level of 58.3 dB Ltuq115 miny. Therefore, no residual sound adjustment is applicable
(see B3.3.1).

The blower cycle level of 89.1 dB LAE is used to determine a representative level over the
reference time interval of 15 minutes. This is on the basis of the representative case of 2
cycles in 15 minutes. For this example, as the measurements are in terms of L4g Equation
8 is used to determine the La"o115 min) value:

89.1 dB LsE + 10xlg(2 blower cycles) - 10xlg(15x60 sec) =

89.1 + 3 -29.5 = 62.6 dB L16q115rn1n1

Characteristics
(see 6.3)

Duration
(see 6.4)

Noise limits
(see 6.5)

Subjectively the blower cycle is judged to have a distinct tonal sound.
A penalty K2 of + 5 dB is therefore applied (see B4.5).

62.6 dB Lneqlrs minl * 5 dB = 67.6 dB Lasr115n'1r;

There are up to 16 blower cycles each day. The representative level has been determined
on the basis of 2 cycles in 15 minutes. Therefore for 16 cycles the total duration should be
calculated on the basis of 8 periods of 15 minutes (see 6.4.5):
Total duratior = 8 x 15 min = 120 min

Prescribed time frame = 12 hrs =72O min

Percentage time operating = 100 x (120 | 720\ = 17o/o

As the duration is less than 30%, from table 2 a - 5 dB duration adjustment is applicable.

67.6 dB LReq(rs minl - 5 dB = 62.5 dB L1sq115 611y

Rating level to be compared to noise limits: 63 dB Le"q(rs,'',n)
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44.4 Heat pump example
This example is for a heat pump external unit on a house in a residential area. The
assessment location is outside the neighbouring house. Figure 42 is a graph of the total
sound level at the neighbouring dwelling during the night. Several parameters are shown
on the figure and are summarised in table A4.

2m0 21m m m m 
_orT 

om m0 04& osm Goo
Ime, re

Figure A2 - Total sound level at neighbouring dwelling by heat pump

Table A4 - Heat pump example

Comments

Specific sound i Heat pump The external unit operates at different duties depending on the
weather. The assessment is for the highest (noisiest) duty used
on cold evenings.

Residual sound j Local road traffic I Noise from vehicles on the nearby roads, including a State
Highway one block away, dominate the residual sound.

Prescribed time
frame

22OO h to 0700 h I Whilst the heat pump also operates during the day, the critical
time is the late evening and early morning operation, which is
during night-time as defined by the District Plan,

Measurement time | (a) 2 minutes I Two measurement time intervals were used: 2 minutes for the
interval (b) 15 minutes I heat pump and 15 minutes for the residual sound.

The heat pump was turned on by the owners specifically for
the measurements and the measurements could therefore be
completed within one hour. A clear cold night was chosen to
ensure the heat pump was operating at high duty.

Representative i Continuous operation for I Whilst the heat pump cycles on and off as required, the time on
case i t5 minutes I can frequently be longerthan 15 minutes.

Method I Simple (see 6.2) | The heat pump La"o115 minl c€lr be determined by direct
measurement.

Representative case: over fifteeir minutgs continuousl.v on during the night

*
Specific aound: car wash cycle Residual sound: local road traflic

tlvo minutes to measue the hRt pwp
Measuremcnt time intervrl (B):
filleen minutes measurmmt of residual soud

Prescribed time frame: night-time defined by the District Plan as 2200 h to 0700 h

'ft' q.r-ur: .rLo*U- bc- kcrk i*'^t

Vern
Rectangle

Vern
Sticky Note
Unmarked set by Vern
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The results and analysis of the noise measurements are summarised in table A5.

Table A5 - Results and analysis for heat pump example

Measured levels : Heat pump: (11 52.2 dB L4sq12 n'1n1
(2) 51.9 dB La"o12rn;n1

Residual sound: 45.6 dB LAeq(rs min)

There are only slight differences between the two heat pump measurements. An energy
average of the two levels is taken to reduce measurement uncertainty.
Heat pump energy average (see equation 1):

10xlg{1/2x(10(52'210)+1 0(51 sno))} - 52.1 dB Lr"q1z,,,rn;

Free-field
(see 5.4.1)

The measurement location was 1 m from the fagade of the neighbouring house. Therefore
a - 3 dB fagade correction is applicable to each measurement (refer to 6.1 .3 of NZS 6301).

Heat pump: 52.1 dB LAeq(z min; - 3 dB = 49,1 dB La"q(,,, ' . in)

Residual sound: 45.6 dB Lneqlrs minl - 3 dB = 42.6 dB Lauo115,n;n1

Residual sound I The residual sound level of 42.6 dB LReq(rs min) is between 3 and 10 dB below the heat
(see 5.4.2) i pump level of 49.1 dB LAeq(2 min). An adjustment is therefore required in accordance with

I  83.3.3.
;
:  K1 = {$. ' l  -10xlg{1 Qtrsr/10)-10(426n0)}= -  1.1 dB

i Applying the adjustment to the heat pump level gives:

;
i 49.1 dB LAeq(z minl - 1 .1 dB = 48.0 dB Lasd2,n;ny

Simple method TSimple method I The heat pump can operate continuously for over 15 minutes. Therefore the measured
(see 6.2) ; level over 2 minutes would be the same as the level over the reference time interval of 15

, minutes:
j

I 48.0 dB LAeq(2 min; = 48.0 dB Lleq(rs mrn)
i

Characteristics : No adjustment is applicable as the heat pump was not judged to have special audible
(see 6.3) : characteristics.

Duration , The prescribed time frame is night-time and therefore no duration adjustment is allowed.
(see 6.4) i

Noise l imits I Rating level to be compared to noise l imits: 48 dB L1gq115,i^1
(see 6.5) i
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A4.5 Childcare centre example
This example is for a childcare centre located in a residential area. The assessment
location is at the nearest house behind the childcare centre. Figure A3 is a graph of the
total sound level at neighbouring dwelling during the day. Several parameters are shown
on the figure and are summarised in table 46.

Table AG - Childcare centre example

Representative case: childrar plaving for one hour md vehicle movements lbr one hour total

Specilic sound (A): vehicle movements Specilic sound (B): children playng

,/ ./
,/ ,/ Residual sound: distant traffic and activit,

. r ' t

,rri' tqll
t.ltilfi

r ,1,*, l r
Jl .  . t t , .  . t n /.t:^a,rui.r.r..,

'  ,J,
fidffifH'r!'rm' firrqryqtfi\r{rn$ru

ff6ry' .* F{lhl,rqr}?fl 'r w? ff 'ry rn r f fi Ffx
*\

FirililTrlffrTTqqHm/frt
+

M€asurement time interval: filleen minutes

Prescribed time frame: daytime defined by the District Plan as 0700 h to l9O0 h

06m 0700 08m 0s 160 11m 1m 130 140 15@ 160 17U 1&0 1m 200

lime, tre

Figure A3 - Total sound level at neighbouring dwelling by childcare centre

50

9,()

Measurement time
interval

Parameter lValue lComments

Specific sounds I CnitOr"n playing I CfritOr"n play in an outdoor area of the site at lunchtime.
I Vehicles I Parents use a car park located at the back of the site.
r.* -- - - _. _-___-.-1

Residual sound I Distant traffic and ] The site is in a relatively quiet suburban area. Occasional
i . . . .

1 activity i noise events are caused by vehicles passing by.

Prescribed time I 0700 h to 1900 h r The childcare centre onlv has consent to operate durino thePrescribed time i 0700 h to 1900 h i The childcare centre only has consent to operate during the
frame i i daytime hours defined by the District Plan.

15 minutes Before the survey it was established that monitoring was
required when parents drop-offipick-up children and when
children play outside at lunchtime. The survey was therefore

Representative
case for one hour.

30 vehicles movements
in a halthour twice daily

i- - '  'T-
Method I Simple (see 6.2)

i
The Lasq115 min) for both specific sounds can be determined by
direct measurement.

established there could be up to 40 children outside {or one
hour. lt was considered that with some car sharing, 30 vehicle
movements was a conservative allowance.
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The results and analysis of the noise measurements are summarised in table A7:

Table A7 - Results and analysis for childcare centre example

Measured levels Vehicles drop-off:

Children playing:

Vehicles pick-up:

Residualsound:

(1) 51 .9 dB Lagq115 minl
(2) 53.4 dB La6q115 ,n1n;
(3) 58.6 dB Lrsq115 m;n1
(4) 56.9 dB Lasq115 6ip;
(5) 59.2 dB Lneq(rs min)
(6) 52.5 dB Lkq115 rn;n;

nla

To obtain representative levels an energy average is taken for the vehicle and children
measurements (see equation 1):

Vehicles: 1 0xlg{1/3x(10(s1 s/10)+10(s3 4/10)+10(52 5/10))} = 52.6 dB LAeq(is min)

Children: 10xlg{1/3x(10(58 6 0)+10(s6 8/10)+10(ss 2/10))} = 58.9 dB Lr"qlrs r iny

Free-field
(see 5.4.1)

No correction applicable as the measurement position was over 3.5 m from any reflecting
surface other than the ground (refer to 6.1.2 of NZS 6801).

Residual sound
(see 5.4.2)

No adjustment is applicable as the specific sound levels were over 10 dB above the
residual sound level (83.3.1).

Simple method
(see 6.2)

The measurements time interval equals the reference time interval and therefore no further
processing is required. The loudest activity during the day is children playing: 58.3 dB
Ll"q(ts. in)

Characteristics
(see 6.3)

No adjustment is applicable as the children and vehicles were not judged to have special

Children play outside for one hour and there are two half-hour periods of vehicle
movements.

Totalduration = 60 min + 30 min + 30 min = 120 min

Prescribed time frame = 12 hrs =720 min

Percentage time operating = 100 x (120 | 720) = 17o1"

As the duration is less than 30%, from table 2 a - 5 dB duration adjustment is applicable.

58.3 dB Lneqlrs min; - 5 dB = 53.3 dB L46q1151111n1

As the children and vehicles are ditferent levels the duration adjustment could have been
more accurately determined from an energy average level over the entire prescribed time
frame (see 6.4.6). However, as the adjustment determined from table 2 has reached the
5 dB cap anyway there is no reason to conduct the alternative calculation.

Duration
(see 6.4)

Noise limits
(see 6.5)

Rating level to be compared to noise limits: 53 dB Lagq115 mlny
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APPENDIX B -
RATING LEVEL AND ADIUSTMENTS
(Normative)

BT GENERAT

The rating level is derived from measured sound levels, adjusted, where necessary to
account for:
(a) Reflections lrom nearby structures affecting free-field conditions at the

microphone;
(b) The contribution to the measured level of the sound from sources other than the

sound under investigation ;
(c) Standardisation to a 1S-minute reference time interval;
(d) The presence of significant special audible characteristics in the sound: and
(e) Duration of the sound.

Bz METHODS

82.1 Preliminary steps common to simple and detailed methods
Step 1. Determine the appropriate period during which noise limits apply. (For

example, a District Plan adopts 0700 h - 2200 h as the daytime period, - this
15 hours is the prescribed time frame during which particular noise limits
apply and which forms the basis for any duration adjustment).

Step 2. Determine when the sound is likely to be present and select appropriate
measurement locat ions and a representat ive period during which
measurements can be made.

Step 3. Decide whether the simple or detailed method of assessment is appropriate.
See 6.2.

B.2.2 Simple method Steps 1 - 3 ptus the foilowing
Step 4. Measure the 1S-minute LEQ (Lneq(rs ,in1) of the noise under consideration in

accordance with NZS 6801:2008. See section S and 6.2.2.
Step 5. Assess sound field effects on microphone and adjust where appropriate. See

5.4.1.
Step 6. Assess the significance of other sounds, (residual sound) in the measured

value and adjust for contamination where appropriate. See 5.4.2 and 83.
Step 7. Assess the significance of any special audible characteristics and adjust

where appropriate. See 6.3 and 84.
Step 8 Calculate the source duration relative to the prescribed time frame (excepting

night-time) and use table 2 to obtain the duration adjustment. See 6.4.
Step 9. Compare the resulting rating level with the retevant noise limit, or if no set

limit, compare with guideline values. See 8.6.
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B2.3 Detailed method Steps 1 - 3 plus the following
Step 4. Measure partial LEQ sound levels in accordance with NZS 6801:2008. See

5.2,6.2.3, and Appendix C of NZS 6802:2008.
Step 5. Assess sound field effects on microphone and adjust where appropriate. See

5.4.1.
Step 6. Assess the significance of other sounds (residual sound) in the measured

values and adjust for contamination, where appropriate. See 5.4.2 and 83.
Step 7. Combine the discrete Lasq(ty sound levels to obtain a representative sound

level value for the reference time interval of 15 minutes. See Aooendix A for
examoles.

Step 8. Assess the significance of any special audible characteristics and adjust
where appropriate. See 6.3 and 84.

Step 9. Calculate the source duration relative to the prescribed time frame (excepting
night-time) and use table 2 or calculate the duration adjustment. See 6.4.

Step 10. Compare the resulting rating level with the relevant noise limit, or if no set
limit, compare with the guideline values. See 8.6.

83 CONTAMINATION BY RESIDUAL SOUND

83.1 Introduction
Care shall be taken to attribute sound to its source. The methods of measurement provided
in NZS 6801 allow, as far as is practicable, sounds from sources other than the sound
under investigation to be excluded from the measurement. However, a sound level meter
cannot distinguish the source of sound. Sound present from all sources other than the
sound under investigation is referred to as 'residual sound' in this Standard. Depending
on the relative levels, it may affect measurements by directly adding extraneous sound
energy to that received from the site under investigation. Residual sound levels too high
to ignore are a common situation in practice, so an adjustment is often necessary to
take account of this influence. The adjustment is made by adding a correction k1 to the
measured levels as detailed in B3.3.

C83.1 Assessmenf af the residual sound level mav be difficult in practice due to
the sound under investiaation beinq continuouslv oo""r,t at a selected
measurement location. lne signifiJnce af resiiuat sound ievets in the
are4 that is, not at precis;ety lh, ,"^" location, may be determinable by

.careful choice of measureme.nt nctiiiai so bs to icre,iii ar'ilntqrwise reduce :
the significance of the sound under investigation sufficientty to determine
the residual sound level. Measuremeiit at several sites may be necessary
to assess a rep.reie-ntative residuat sou.nd.Ievel, bl, 

"!o.u,1. 
be 

,within 
thei

same oeneral time frame and area'. And with sounds of similar charactel to
those-present duing the measurement time interval for the sound under
rnyestigation.-

B3.2 Procedures for determining residual sound level

83.2.1 Procedures for determining the residual sound level are listed in 83.2.3. The procedures

either util ise periods the sound of source(s) under investigation is not present, or involve
direct measurement of the residual sound level at a location judged to have similar levels
to that in the area of the source(s). These are not equivalent procedures, but are ordered
from what is considered to be the most accurate to what is considered to be the least
accurate Drocedure.
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8,3.2.2 In all procedures, it is necessary to ascertain that other dominant noise sources controlling
the residual sound level in the area of the site under investigation are also present at
similar levels when controlled shutdowns are made of the source(s) under investigation.

83.2.3 The residual sound level mav be measured or estimated as follows (in order ol
preference):
(a) The residual sound level may be measured with the source(s) under investigation

turned off. For example, for daytime measurements at a plant or factory that
operates only during daytime hours, measurement of the residual sound level
could be practical during lunchtime, or refreshment breaks, if the source(s) are
temporarily absent.

(b) lf the sounds under investigation cannot be turned off, the residual sound level
may be measured:
(i) At another location screened sufficiently from the source to enable the

residual sound level to be measured, or
(ii) At another location judged to have a similar residual sound level, generally

within the hour before or within the hour after measurement of the source(s)
and with the same or equivalent measurinq instruments.

CE'3.2.3 Where measurements are referred to in (a) and (b) above, it is assurned
a consrstent measurement method, equipmenf sefflngs and (where
ap p ro p ri ate) m i c ro p h o n e p I ace me nt are ad o pte d.

Option (b) (ii) is the least preferred- as .it eould 'bd difficult:to:,achiev'e a
consr'steni comparison because of differences in sound source(s), site
layout, and environmental conditions.

B,3.2.4 The residual sound level is measured as a LEQ, and the measurement should not be
contaminated by extraneous short-term transient noise, such as from vehicle drive-by
events, aircraft, rail traffic, sirens, and so on. Direct measurement may require use of
back-erase, pause, and data-exclude functions to obtain a LEQ which is representative
of the residual sound level, rather than untypical or rare noises.

83.2.5 Automatic data-logging methods should be used with care and verified by evaluation of
an audio record if necessary.

83.3 Determination of k1

B3.3.1 lf the residual sound level due to sources other than the sound under investigation is
within 10 dB of the measured level of the sound under investigation, the measured level
can be 'contaminated' to a significant degree and a correction is required. lf the level
difference is more than 10 dB, there is no significant contamination of the measured level
of the sound under investigation and the value of the adjustment k1 is 0 dB.

83.3.2 lf measurements of the sound under investigation are equal to or less than 3 dB above
the measured or assessed residual sound level, compliance assessment may not be
undertaken unless special precautions are taken and reported.
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83.3'3 lf measurements of the sound under investigation are at least 3 dB greater than the
residual sound level the value of k1 (to be subtracted from the measured LEO) is given
by the equation shown below, or determined using table 81.

kt  = L."" ,  -10 lg(100.t . . """  -1go. lLre" io)Ot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Equat ion 5

Where:
kl is the adjustment for contamination of the measured sound level by residual

sound
Lr"u" is the LEQ of the measured sound level
Lresid is the LEQ of the residual sound level.

Table Bl - Adjustments to account for residual sound

Difference between measured
total sound level L.""" and
residual sound level Lrr"16

dB

Adjustment k, to be subtracted from
total measured level Lr"""

dB

8-10 0.5
6-8 1.0

4.5-6 1.5

4-4.5 2.O

3.5 2.5

3.0 3.0

< 3.0 Valid assessment cannot be done

84 SPECIALAUDIBtE CHARACTERISTICS

84.1 Introduction
Sound that has special audible characteristics, such as tonality or impulsiveness, is
likely to cause adverse community response at lower sound levels, than sound without
such characteristics. Subjective assessment can be sufficient in some circumstances to
assess special audible characteristics.

CB .I Special audible characteistics mav be:
@ Tonal, for example, a num or a whine; examples inctude transformers,

cyclone fans, gear box whine;
(b) lmpulsive, for exaipile, bangs or thumps; examples include chipping

hammers, panelbeating, dropped timber; and
(c) Other including buf not limited to high speed cutting, grinding;

examples include, skillsaw, metal scraping.

Users shou/d note that direct measurement and calculation by the reference
method is afeature now available in some instrumentation systems, enablinq
instant resu/fs to be available in the fietd without complex post-measuremeit

prccess/ng.
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B,4.2 Objective test methods
Where there is doubt about the presence of tonality, the following two methods provide an
objective measure for tonality. The simplified test method may be carried out using one-
third octave band measurement equipment. The reference test method requires the use
of narrow band analysis. lf the simplified method does not indicate tonality, it may still be
necessary to use the reference method to confirm the presence or absence of tonality. In

addition, the reference method can properly assess modulated tones or complex tones.

84.3 Simplified test method for tonality
A test for the presence of a prominent discrete-frequency spectral component (tonality)

can be made by comparing the levels of neighbouring one-third octave bands in the
sound spectrum. An adjustment for tonality shall be applied if the LEQ in a one-third
octave band exceeds the arithmetic mean of the LEQ in both adjacent bands by more
than the values given in table 82.

Table 82 - One-third octave band level differences

Onethird octave band Leveldifference

25 -'125 Hz 15 dB

160-400H2 BdB

500 - 10000 Hz 5dB

NOTE - At frequencies below 500 Hz the criterion could be too severe and

tones might be identified where none is actually audible. For complex spectra

the method is often inadequate and the reference method should be used.

B,4.4 Reference test method for tonality
The reference method is that prescribed in Annex C to ISO 1996-2:2007 or an equivalent
method.

C84.4 An example of an altemative method is the DIN 45681 method.

Adjustment k2
Where special audible characteristics are confirmed, the value of the adjustment (k2)

shall be 5 dB for that sample, provided that where the reference method is used, the
value of the adjustment (k2) may be 6 dB where justified. The adjustment k2 shall only

be applied to measurement time intervals in which special audible characteristics are
present. Only one adjustment value (k2) shall be applied to each measurement, even if
more than one type of special audible characteristic is present.

84.5
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APPENDIX C -
RATING LEVEL DETAITED METHOD
(Normative)

The detai led method requires post-measurement calculat ions to determine the
representative LEQ over the reference time interval of 15 minutes. The procedure for
calculating the LEQ involves either adding sound exposure levels or the combination of
LEQ values and appropriate durations. Guidance and an example are provided in Appendix
A. The calculation procedures are described in section 8 of NZS 6801 and the relevant
equations are reproduced below.

Equation 6 can be used to combine LEQ values:

f t r
Lneqlt l  = 1o lgl f  

I t .1 too 
t l*r")  

+ t2 1go'1lo"or ' . r  +. . .  + t*  1g0'11^*r,*r  
' ) l  

of  . . . . .=ouat ion 6Lr \  ) l - -

where:
N is the number of stepwise variations in level
t; is the time interval of the i th step
Lneqlr,y is the LEQ ol the i h step
t is the total time of measurements: t1 + t2+ ... + tx
Lneq(t) is the LEQ over the total time t.

Equation 7 can be used to add SEL values:

I  ^  . ,LAE = 10 lg ( t  O0'11*, '  + 100'11o., ,  +. . .  + 1Oo.1L*r )Oe . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .Equat ion 7

where:
N is the number of the events or the number of 'on' periods included in the overall

time interval
Lne,i is the SEL of an individual 'on' period of a cyclic sound, or a discrete event, and
LAE is the SEL for all the events or'on' periods.

Equation 8 can be used to determine an LEQ value from an SEL value:

Lo*(,)  =LnE *10 b(N)+rO tg(t)  dB . . . . . . . . . . . . .

where:
N is the number of events
Lne is the sound exposure level of each event
t is the duration of the time interval in seconds.
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